Introduction
Handwriting is a complex daily activity that involves attention, memory, linguistic, cognitive and perceptual-motor skills. As motor act, writing a letter requires to retrieve the letter storing in memory, to access the corresponding motor program (letter global shape, relative size of letter strokes), to set the parameters for the program (absolute size of letters and writing speed) and to execute the program (muscles recruitment) (Ellis, 1988; Van Galen, 1991) . The letter to be traced and the corresponding graphic motion are intimately related in handwriting activity. Because both reading and writing are learned simultaneously in school, it may be assumed that letters are both coded visually and under a sensorimotor form (Hulme, 1981) . From this point of view, the most notable example is probably Chinese or Japanese ideograms, which are composed of a number of strokes that must be written in a precise order when learning to read and write. The metaphor "grammar of action" was proposed by Goodnow & Levine (1973) to define stroke composition rules. Subsequently, this order is used as a cue to retrieve the ideograms from memory (Flores d'Arcais, 1994) , suggesting that the motor schema specific to each ideogram may be an essential component of their representation. Many others arguments in favour of the tight coupling between the visual and sensorimotor representations of letter shapes can be advanced. First, Anderson et al., (1990) describe the case of a patient whose inability to write letters can be associated with deficits in the visual identification of letters. By contrast, she could easily read all numbers and nonverbal symbols, and she was equally able to write numbers and perform written calculations without difficulty. In a same way, writing movements can help alexic patients whose reading abilities are impaired. When they were asked to trace the outline of the letters with their fingers, they sometimes succeeded in recognizing letters they were not able to recognize only visually (Bartolomeo et al., 2002; Seki et al., 1995) . To go further on, some researchers investigated the question of the presence of a global cerebral network including visual and sensorimotor components and mediating a multimodal representation of letters. Longcamp and colleagues (2003) showed activations of a part of the left premotor area during passive observation of isolated letters although no motor response was required. The same zone was also activated when the participants were writing the letters. They suggested that handwriting motions might therefore be activated in memory by the visual presentation of letters. Moreover, this multicomponent neural network could be built up while learning concomitantly to read and write. In this framework, handwriting acquisition consists in learning the visual representations of letters, which are used to guide their production, and the motor representations (motor programs) specific to each one. Longcamp, et al. (2005) have studied two groups of preschool children (aged 3-5 years) who were learning letters either by handwriting or by typing, and compared letter recognition performances one week later. Results showed that in the older children, handwriting training gave rise to a better letter recognition performance than typing training. Further research in multisensory-training protocols, as opposed to unisensory protocols, produce greater and more efficient learning. These results indicate that multisensory training promotes more effective learning of the information than unisensory training (Ernst & Bülthoff, 2004; Bluteau et al., 2008; Fredembach et al., 2009 ). The benefit of multisensory exposure is persistent even when information is gathered from unisensory condition (Shams & Seitz, 2008) . Theses previous results suggest that character recognition abilities are somehow dependent on the way we learn to write and to read. To acquire proficient handwriting is required to produce legible texts to be read, and to a large extent, to communicate. Indeed, we write words manually to be read, character production is mainly guided by this implicit subjective recognition goal. However, handwriting acquisition is neither trivial nor effortless, and it takes many years of instructions to master this skill. Difficulties are also observed in adults involved in learning new handwriting systems. At the beginning of learning, movements are slow and guided by visual and kinaesthetic feedback resulting in letter forms not yet mastered. With practice, writing becomes more automatic and the control of movement is mostly proactive, that is to say, based on an internal representation of motor acts. The developmental changes in the product and the process of handwriting could be the consequence of a change from retroactive control of movement (based on sensorial, visual and kinaesthetic feedback) to proactive control (Zesiger, 1995; Bara & Gentaz, 2010; Hillairet et al., 2007) . Considering this whole framework, one can understand that handwriting recognition presents a challenge for most researchers working on letter perception. Indeed, how can people accurately discriminate letters given the important variability in handwritten forms? Classically it is assuming that to recognize handwritten letters people must be able to accept distortions on the standard letter. Freyd (1983) proposed an alternative to classical view, and demonstrates that handwriting recognition makes use of information about how the letters are formed. Specifically, perceivers could spontaneously infer the underlying dynamics pattern of motor movements used for a particular handwritten letter by applying their own knowledge of the production processes to its static trace. To sum up, subjective handwriting recognition evaluation is accurate and relevant for character recognition analysis. A better understanding of the types of information (shape, kinematics, motor internal simulation) used by the perceiver could enhance the development of almost essential computerized character recognition methods. The finding that readers spontaneously extract production information from static handwritten characters may have implications beyond handwriting recognition. Essentially, in developing a handwriting recognition interface one should take into account static input as well as dynamic characteristics of handwriting. As we have seen, character production and recognition both deal with static and dynamic features of letters, because spatial shape and kinematics of production are intimately related in handwriting activity. Finally, the question of "how quantifying handwriting and its static and dynamic characteristics?" despite a large extend of researches is not trivial and remains crucial. The choice and relation between subjective/objective, static/dynamic evaluation criteria is a decisive factor for character recognition.
Measure of writing performance

Historical approach
Over the years, many methods were developed for the evaluation of handwriting proficiency. Since academic instruction aims to write legibly and rapidly, quality and rapidity criteria seemed sufficient to evaluate handwriting. Thus, most of evaluations are based on analyzing the handwritten product and speed. Nevertheless, authors who work on handwriting acquisition run up against the problem of assessment. Since decades, researchers continuously tried to develop and improve standardized evaluations and proposed numerous tools, which can be classified according to whether they involve qualitative or quantitative measures, global or analytic scales, or measures of the handwriting product or process (for a review, see Rosenblum et al. 2003) . Historically, first evaluations were dedicated to an overall judgment of readability of written products. Handwriting production was first evaluated for its "global quality" or "legibility" before researchers developed more analytic evaluations based on predetermined criteria considered as important factors in written products quality. One of the first scales devoted to assess global quality of written product was the Thorndike Scale for Handwriting of Children (1910) (from fifth to eighth grade) based on the rating of "general merit". After handwriting was evaluated for its "general merit", authors proposed scales based on the attribution of an average score assigned by a group of judges who compared written texts to handwriting samples previously graded from "readable" to "unreadable". In the aim to provide less subjective judgments, some authors proposed to replace global scales by using clearly defined criteria to grade handwriting samples. Analytic scales then gradually replaced the earlier global evaluations. With analytic scales, the various characteristics of handwriting considered as playing a role in the overall quality of written product are rated individually. The most common criteria used to judge writing legibility are letter form, size, slant, spacing, and line straightness. For example, Freeman (1959) scale included the following five criteria: tilt, height, shaping of letters, line quality and an overall score representing the general merit. These parameters still lead to recent development of character production analysis software (Guinet & Kandel, 2010) . One of the more used analytic scales is The Concise Evaluation Scale for Children's Handwriting (Dutch abbreviation BHK; Hamstra-Bletz et al., 1987) first developed to examine the readability and speed of writing performance in young dysgraphic children. It should be noted that quantitative measures are sometimes preferred over qualitative ones because it is easier to quantify fluency (e.g., the number of characters a child is able to write in one minute or the total time taken by a child to complete a given text of a predefined number of characters) than legibility (scoring readability of handwriting products requires judges expertise and laborious comparison to numerous standards). For the BHK evaluation, children are asked to copy a standard text that is presented to them on a card for five minutes. The first five sentences (grade 3 level of reading) are evaluated by judging deviations of the child's writing from the standard handwriting text according to 13 criteria (e.g. global size, line straightness, spacing, letters joins, letters distortions, ambiguous shapes, overlaps between letters, wavering and trembling). A total score on all 13 criteria items is calculated to determine writing quality which is subsequently used to categorize the child as a poor or proficient writer). Copying speed is calculated according to the number of letters written in five minutes. The BHK diagnostic sensitivity, the development of norms and use among children in various populations explain the extensive use of the BHK in studies and clinical practice (Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991) . Although most researchers agree upon criteria used in analytic scales (Bruinsma & Nieuwenhuis, 1991) , approaches used to collect handwriting products vary across studies and factors such as the nature of the handwriting task (e.g. copying or writing from memory tasks), given instructions (e.g. fast or slow handwriting) and graphic workspace (e.g. school writing paper or not) can influence written products quality. Moreover, scales are also designed in different aims, including handwriting difficulties assessment, detection of children being at risk to develop handwriting difficulties, developmental changes assessment, etc. Methodological variations hinder direct comparisons between analytic scales and limit the development of optimally effective handwriting assessment. Nevertheless, global and analytic scales permit an analysis of the handwriting final product. Considering the fact that handwriting is a highly dynamical process; it appears that evaluation of handwriting products do not provide many information about the underlying handwriting process. With the development of computerized measures, it is possible to assess the handwriting process while children are writing. Because handwriting movements require a precise organization in time and space, and proper control over pressure, spatial, and temporal measures during writing supply information about the degree of handwriting proficiency. In literature, we face an increasing number of measures dedicated to the analysis of specific aspects of the handwriting process (e.g. average velocity, production time, movement fluency) and dedicated to more static or global criteria (e.g. recognition rates, height, strokes number). In conclusion, both approaches which assess the product or the process of handwriting have their advantages and inconveniences. Subjective evaluations (when someone has to judge the quality of the handwriting product) suffer from limited accuracy, sensitivity, and reliability, but are simple to implement and nearer to the natural situation of handwriting in the classroom. Moreover, in many cases, for example in presence of motor production noise in learning process or in handwriting troubles which deteriorated presentation conditions, experts still give their preference to subjective judgments of the quality even if human expert can also make mistakes. "In most applications, the machine performances are far from being acceptable, although potential users often forget that human subjects generally make reading mistakes" (Barrière & Plamadon, 1998) . The more objective, computerized analyses make possible to evaluate handwriting dynamics by providing more accurate and more reliable data by means of rapid, automated procedures, but, the practical applications (clinical or educational issues) are still limited because the lack of global decisions about the legibility of a written product. In mainly cases of character recognition, subjective judgments remain more accurate than their computerized corresponding scores.
Human performance
The measure of performance in the execution of a task raises a number of issues, largely present in the literature under the term "motor learning and human performance" (Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2000) . This measure depends on three main factors: the subject, the task and the environment. First of all, the subject which is the fundamental element of any condition of motor performance comes with a number of characteristics: inherent abilities, cognitivo-motor knowledge, sociocultural context and level of motivation. These characteristics can influence the way of carrying out the task and the performance. The estimation of these capabilities such as the level of subject expertise and the nature of the population to be tested may help up in the understanding of this influence. As an example, several normalized tests are applied to a limited population (child, in remedial persons, etc.). The second factor in motor learning and human performance is the environment. It can affect the production of a task by the application of temporal constraints (limited time to complete a task), or spatial constraints. In the area of character recognition, the limitation by writing templates lines is an example of these environmental spatial constraints. The last factor influencing the measure of performance is the task. The nature of the task directly affects the demand for performance and achievement. Certain tasks have high sensory demands, such as detection of an approaching ball to return to tennis. Others have high cognitive demands for action, planning and implementation of action. Finally, we can consider the competence necessary to execute the task, that is to say, the ability of the person to make the right move. In some tasks, only one of these factors will determine the performance of the person, but it is more often a succession of analysis, planning, decision and implementation of a gesture that is indicative of the degree of success or failure of the task. A first answer is to classify the task according to the progress of the task: discrete action, actions in series or ongoing activities. Discrete actions are generally fast and well defined from the beginning to the end. A pointing task belongs to this category. Actions in series are a succession of several discrete actions, connected in sequence and whose order is crucial in the successful accomplishment of the task. Some writing of characters (especially composed by several strokes like Chinese characters) obeys to this classification. Finally, the continuous actions are defined by the absence of precise start and end, and are generally repetitive. At a certain level of handwriting expertise, when subject has internalized and automated the motor act, handwriting can be classified as continuous action. Another classification of the tasks is to determine the sensorimotor load and cognitive load. For a beginner writer, drawing a character is mainly interfered with the control of its movements. Gestures are slow and guided by visual and kinaesthetic feedbacks. Children have to constantly check on their handwriting trace in order to guide their fingers in the right way. Then, with fluency, writing access the stage of cognitive treatments, by concatening letters to make words, and then sentences with meaning. As an example, we can also cite the learning of Japanese or Chinese characters. At the end of the first elementary cycle, the students have to know a small set of 1006 kanji (denoted as gakushuu kanji) ordered by increasing level of difficulty. Finally, tasks can also be classified according to the degree of predictability of the environment. A task performed in a changing, unpredictable and open environment, requires an adaptation of the person. Writing a phone number while someone is driving on a bumpy road is a quite unpredictable environment. A closed task will be realized in a stationary environment and predictive. The person could then plan ahead the completion of the task. That fact explains the needs of closed tasks for most of the normalized test or objective measure of character recognition to be effective. Gentile (Gentile, 1987) proposed a classification in two dimensions, depending on the predictability of the environment and the sensorimotor and cognitive load of the task. The change of type of task highly influences the intra individual performance of the task (Higgins & Spaeth, 1972; Franks et al., 1982) , as illustrated in figure 1. In this context, the question of which measure criteria should be used to evaluate motor performance remains. To clarify the multitude of possible measures, authors working in the field of human performance list three main types of measures (Guthrie, 1952) : 1) the maximum certainty of achieving the goal; 2) the minimum energy expenditure, and 3) the minimum completion time. Their variation is seen as a variation of the degree of achievement of performance, from performance considered as beginner level to expert level (see figure 2). Performers who are more proficient in movements designed to achieve a particular goal usually demonstrate one or more of the qualities mentioned previously. The maximum certainty of goal achievement implies that a person is able to meet a performance goal regardless to the situation, on demand and without luck. This criterion can often be seen as a combination of low variability in task performance regarding to a predefined performance level. We can notice that variability in the required movements may help acquiring a maximum certainty of goal achievement as demonstrated in other motor learning fields such as sports (Barlett et al., 2007) . The minimum energy expenditure is a consequence of a low noise action, realized without unwanted and unnecessary movements. Finally, the minimum completion time supposes that a skilled movement has a higher level if its duration is shorter than another movement, with the same level of precision. A contradiction remains with the certainty of goal achievement criterions while speed and accuracy are antinomic. Fortunately, humans seem to have the capability to swap speed for accuracy, depending on the task requirements. The way to access to the three main types of measure of performance is founded on two types of information. The first class of information is directly accessed by internal states of sensorimotor system. Observations such as physiological parameters (ECG, EMG, etc.) or subjective evaluations about the performance belong to this group. These parameters are rich but often suffer from a complex analysis mainly due to the motor noise and complexity of the system. Furthermore, external states such as traces, on-line recording (cf. figure 3.a) or off-line recording (cf. figure 3.b) and observer evaluations can be seen as a second group of measurements. These former parameters suffer also from computation noise and/or subjectivity of observers, but are quite easier to analyse due to the recording of only a part of the system. In lots of performance evaluations, these criterions are preferred and proved their efficiency in constrained domains such as postal addresses (Cohen, 1991) , bank check or census forms reading. In character recognition and performance measurement, both internal and external states information can be used simultaneously: for the writing task, EMG would be valuable for the estimation of minimum muscle energy expenditure and offline record of several paper trails would be valuable for maximum certainty of achieving the goal. The two ways to access information have both complementary meanings. The special case of on-line recording allows access to the internal states of the system (pressure, forces, velocity, angles...) through the development of new sensors, and can be seen as belonging to both groups. For a detailed survey on off-line and on-line character recognition, see Plamadon (Plamadon, 2000) . 
Challenges: Which criteria do I have to choose for what?
Regarding human performance knowledge, a set of criteria chosen in the three main types (maximum certainty of achieving the goal; minimum energy expenditure, and minimum completion time) correctly depict the analysis of human performance. Nevertheless, the authors working on the acquisition of handwriting still face the problem of evaluation of character recognition. What class of criteria should we adopt in assessing the performance of manual gestures such as writing? Another way to classify character recognition performance criteria is based on the separation between objective and subjective measures. Subjective (qualitative) criteria result from a judgment, and objective (quantitative) criteria refer to a computerized numerical analysis. Creating tools to assess the quality of writing (i.e. character recognition) remains difficult despite the presence of many standardized assessments, and many measures that can be classified according to their consideration of qualitative or quantitative parameters. Historically, the production of writing was first evaluated on subjective criterions. Technological advances in computation and preference for objective scientific method has reversed the trend. However, the use of subjective criteria is still relevant for character recognition performance analysis and stay the final goal of character production. Indeed, we write words manually with the final objective to be read (i.e. give a trace to be visually evaluated). The character production is mainly guided by this implicit subjective recognition goal. In addition, two levels are accessible for such manual gesture and are offering to evaluate the performance: the writing process (gesture) and production (static trace) (Rosenblum et al., 2003) . Each level includes different information respectively kinematics of gesture and static final quality of character. The fact that writing is a highly dynamic process with the support of strong relations between action and perception, allow us to study the process of production (gesture) to enrich the product evaluation (static trace). Technological advances made possible to study and quantify the links between spatial accuracy and kinematics of handwriting. But we face with a plethora of measures in the literature dedicated to the analysis of specific aspects of the writing process (average speed, production time, fluidity of movement...) and static global criteria based on the production (recognition rate, size of letters, number of strokes,...) with few links among them. To clarify criteria choice for both gesture and handwriting products evaluation and quantification, we propose to identify the relation between static (product) and dynamic (handwriting process) measures in an objective and subjective evaluation of on-line acquisition of writing. As suggested by several researches presented in §1, many connections between perception and action can be observed in humans. As the judgment of product and process involve human perception, correlation amongst static subjective criteria (mainly related to shape) and dynamic subjective criteria (related to kinematics) should appear (Hypothesis 1). Literature tends to distinguish in one hand static objective criteria related to shape and in the other hand, dynamic objective criteria, related to kinematics of production. Then, we should observe some strong links between static measures, and strong links between dynamics criteria. However, this hypothesis has to be contrasted in regards to existing tight coupling between spatial shape and kinematics in handwriting production. So, we also assume some correlation between static and dynamic objective measures (Hypothesis 2). The obvious example of mean velocity computation (distance divided by time) tends to suggest a relation between static objective measure (distance) and dynamic objective measure (time). At last, comparison between subjective judgments and objective measures should be somehow related, justifying the current use of objective criteria instead of the classically performed subjective character recognition and evaluation (Hypothesis 3).
Experimental evaluation of kinematics and spatial features: an analysis of subjective and objective measures
To access relations between spatial criteria and kinematics of handwriting and relations between subjective and objective judgments, we designed a two step experiment. The first phase consisted in the acquisition of children and adults handwriting. The second phase consisted in an evaluation of handwriting with an objective computation of criteria and subjective judgments.
Acquisition of handwriting
The acquisition phase differs in children and adults. By choosing two different populations, we wanted to access whether traditional handwriting evaluations could be generalized to pre-scripter children, who present more variable handwriting and are more susceptible to noise generated by the establishment of fine motor control. In addition, we wanted to generalize this evaluation with the learning of novel trajectories with adults. In traditional handwriting of cursive Latin characters, adults are considered as expert-scripter and a clear ceiling effect would have occurred on each evaluation criteria. Indeed, to avoid this effect, unknown trajectories were proposed to the participants. This choice is also related to the characteristics of subjects (developmental difference in sensory motor control) which have to be considered as proposed by human performance researches (cf. §2).
Participants
Forty-four children between the ages of 4.9 and 5.9 months (21 boys and 23 girls, mean age: 5.3) from two senior kindergarten classes in Grenoble participated in this study. All participants spoke French as their first language and no child had a statement of special educational needs. Permission for recruitment was gained from the head teacher of the school, and written informed consent for the participation of the children was obtained from their parents. At the same time, we asked 23 adults participants aged between 18 and 26 (including 13 girls, mean age: 21.3± 2.5) to participate in this study. All adult participants were unfamiliar with Arab or Japanese languages, and none of them had known motor trouble or neurological dysfunction. Their participation was done after their informed written consent, in respect with Helsinki declaration.
Method
The acquisition methodology differs in children and adults in order to take these two population specific needs. On the one hand, children were seated comfortably in front of a table, upon which a digital tablet (Wacom®) was placed. In this measuring system, the positions of the pen were sampled at a frequency of 100 Hz and at a spatial resolution of .008 cm. The pen used in order to write on the tablet was a ball-point pen (Intuos Ink Pen, Wacom®) allowed to receive feedback of the written samples. A white paper was placed on the digital tablet. We asked children to copy on the paper the 26 cursive letters of the alphabet. Each letter was presented separately on a paper placed in front of the child (for example see fig 4) . There were no time and size constraints. The order of letter presentation was counterbalanced across participants. The test lasted approximately 10 min by participants. We randomly chose 250 trajectories over the 1144 collected for the incoming subjective judgments and objective analysis. Fig. 4 . Examples of standard cursive letters proposed to children participants On the other hand, adult participants were asked to produce four foreign characters (Japanese inspired and Arabic letters -cf. figure 5) . The choice of novel trajectories was a way of experimenting participants with a lower motor skill level, in order to avoid ceiling effect in both handwriting performance and character recognition. The digitalization of their traces was performed using a haptic device (PHANToM Omni® from SensAble). The desired trajectory was displayed on a horizontal screen and the participant's pen trajectory was recorded from the haptic device, placed over the screen (Bluteau et al., 2008) . Ergonomics efforts have been made to achieve this virtual co-located configuration, close to the real writing task, allowing standardize protocol of trajectories presentation and recording (Bluteau et al., 2008) . As a result, we recorded at 1000 Hz the positions and forces applied during the drawing of characters. Each adult participants has to draw 20 trajectories, given in a pseudo random order (two consecutive and identical letters were not allowed). We kept only 250 of the 460 trajectories, randomly chosen for our analysis. 
Evaluation of handwriting
In this second phase, subjective judgments and objective evaluations were performed. As we wanted to study the relationship between human evaluations and objective measures, the recordings from children and adults productions went through these two evaluations.
Subjective evaluation Method
First of all, a "judgments" software (NoteSub) was developed to normalize the presentation of trajectories and gather the judgments. Two different display methods were proposed to get static (accuracy of the trace mainly based on spatial characteristics) and dynamic judgments (kinematics of the motor production) (cf. figure 6 ). The static display in which each of the shapes appear simultaneously on a computer screen was used to assess the quality of the product. The dynamic display, in which letters were printed on a computer screen, according to the cinematic of production of the writer, was used to evaluate the process of writing (kinematics). Two orders were given for either static presentation: "judge the graphical quality"; and dynamic presentation: "judge the quality of movements" of the presented letters. The letters were presented randomly in blocks of 50 letters for a static or dynamic judgment, in order to avoid a fatigue effect. The order of these blocks was balanced using a standard Latin square protocol. In total, judges rated two times each of the 250 letters (a static judgement and a dynamic judgment). Each judge had to recognize the character before evaluating the quality (rate from 1 -lowest quality, to 10 -highest quality) and were asked to describe the underlying criteria on which they based their judgment. In addition, a judgment was considered by the software as valid only when an "active" displacement of the rating cursor was performed (in order to avoid by default judgment). Finally, we obtained two subjective ratings for each trace: a score based on the product of handwriting, closely related to the shape or spatial criteria and a score of production process, closely linked to kinematics. 
Participants/Judges
Ten judges evaluated the quality of character and writing process. Four of them were asked to judge the 250 children productions and six were asked to judge the 250 adult productions. Concerning adults production judgments, evaluators mean age was 32.6 years (± 9.6); concerning children production judgments, evaluators mean age was 28.2 years (± 2.8).
Subjective criteria
As previously describe, we asked judges to rate the "graphical quality" of the handwriting product (static trace) and the "movement quality" of the handwriting process (dynamic). In addition, for each set of letters, judges were asked to report underlying criteria of their judgments a. Static presentation Basing their assessment on a static presentation (called "static judgment" later in this chapter) judges had access to traditional presentation of character. Their character recognition performance and evaluation should include several spatial criteria such as tilt, orientation and shaping of letters encountered in literature. However, we can hypothesize that judges could also access to cinematic characteristics of the production given its subtle link to the written shape. For example, static clues such as curvature of letters could call to judge corresponding knowledge of rule production, the well known "two-third power law" (Viviani & Terzuolo, 1982) and allow access to cinematic parameters such as velocity. But we believe that their static judgment will be mainly based on spatial shape information. b. Dynamic presentation In the dynamic presentation, the judge had access to kinematics of production. This evaluation (called "dynamic judgment" later in this chapter) allows the extraction of cinematic parameters induced by pauses, accelerations and order of strokes. In order to avoid judgment based on shape's features, the character immediately disappears after dynamic presentation. We make the assumption that their dynamic judgment will be mainly based on kinematics of production. To our knowledge, this kind of kinematics judgments has not been implemented in literature but appears to be a substantial source of information.
Objective evaluation Method
In parallels with subjective evaluation, the computation of objective measures was done using a normalized Matlab script. For each of the 250 adults and children trajectories, we calculated a number of objective measures, inspired by the literature. Quantitative spatial measurement considered were the number of strokes, the distance and a score of similarity between the "experimental trajectory" and "theoretical trajectory". This score (Dynamic Time Warping -DTW) provides access to a criterion of similarity of form. The quantitative cinematic measures considered include the duration of movement, duration of pauses, average speed and the number of velocity peaks. Their calculation was performed by a Matlab™ script, from the acquisition of positions at 1000 Hz for the adult production and 100 Hz for the children productions. In addition for further analysis, we computed predictors (or control variables) by taking in account the total distance of the track, standing for the difficulty of trajectories and the level of initial motor skills for children by a figure copy task. These various objective criteria are described in details below.
Objective criteria a. Spatial shape Number of Strokes and Number of pen up/pen down
We defined a stroke as a continuous drawing of trajectory according to pen up/pen down actions. These measures are linked and are both indicators of the difficulty of the letter and the global formation of the shape of the letter. By counting the number of strokes, we are able to extrapolate the degree of fluency of writing for a specific letter. For example, in children above 7-years-old, the number of pen up/pen down (or number of strokes) is usually larger than the theoretical number of strokes required to trace the letter. This is due to absence of achieved motor program and efficient control of the trajectory (in charge of topokinesis and morphokinesis). Due to one-stroke design of adult trajectories, these criteria were only computed for children.
Distance of trajectories
We computed the total distance of the trajectories of our participants. Distance criterion could be considered as size information, one of the most common criteria used to judge writing legibility. This criterion is particularly used in children evaluation of written letters because size variations are important during handwriting acquisition. Young children's handwriting is often characterized by the production of large letters. When children better master fine movements required in writing, letters size decrease (Blöte & Hamstra-Bletz, 1991) .
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
The computation of a distance score between two curves is a usual way of quantifying the differences or to put a figure on likeness. Classical distance measures include point-to-point distance quantification (also known as Euclidean distance), point-to-closest point or even unidimensionnal distance (known as Manhattan distance or nearest prototype). In 1983, Joseph Kruskal and Mark Liberman introduced a new technique to calculate the distance between two curves. This technique, called time warping, proposes to match the two curves by distorting time axis (or "warping"as called by its authors). This means that variation in writing speed is considered as noise and then will be deleted (or at least decreased) by the algorithm. This algorithm has been applied to many fields, including speech recognition, handwriting pattern recognition, video analysis, quality of cursive character in reference to a standard (Niels, 2004) and also sequence alignment. We will take this last example to detail the algorithm. In genetics, sequence alignment consists in transforming one sequence into another using edit operation that replaces, inserts or removes an element. Each operation has an associated cost, and the final alignment will be given by the lowest cost standing the sequence of editing operations. Note that the lengths of the two sequences do not have to be equal. The Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) belongs to dynamic programming methods, that solve complex problem by breaking it into simpler steps, and provides solutions to such genetic questions. The problem can be stated naturally as a recursion, a sequence A is optimally edited into a sequence B by either:
1. inserting the first character of B, and performing an optimal alignment of A and the tail of B 2. deleting the first character of A, and performing the optimal alignment of the tail of A and B 3. replacing the first character of A with the first character of B, and performing optimal alignments of the tails of A and B. .m) ). The cost in cell(i,j) can be calculated by adding the cost of the relevant operations to the cost of its neighbouring cells, and selecting the optimum. In other words, the global DTW cost is given by "finding the way of the valley of minimum cost into the cost matrix"(cf. Figure 7) . After the definition of the matching path, a backtracking algorithm allows visual checking of the alignment of the two sequences (cf. figure 8) . Fig. 8 . Application of Dynamic Time Warping algorithm on a trajectory used in our experiment with adults and visualisation of the alignment using a backtracking algorithm. Optimal alignment (red) computed between theoretical trajectory (blue) and experimental trajectory (green) by a temporal distortion corresponding to a delay or advance between the two traces.
DTW allows comparison of sequences without re-sampling and has been demonstrated to be successful for comparison of discrete and online handwriting acquisitions (Niels, 2004; Di Brina, 2008; Bluteau et al., 2008) . This algorithm has a real application in character recognition as shown by this citation from Di Brina and colleagues (2008): "By objectively analyzing the spatial-temporal patterns, DTW captures the essential character of writing, i.e., the overall shape of its graphic output".
b. Cinematic criteria Number of velocity peaks
This measure is classically seen as an indicator of writing fluidity and is related to the number of accelerations and decelerations during production. A movement is seen as jerky as soon as the number of velocity peaks is high. The number of velocity peaks is given by counting the number of zero crossing of the acceleration (∂v = 0). The velocity profile has to be filtered to reduce acquisition noise. The filtering process implies different values in adults and children to access the number of velocity peaks. In our experiment, we used a third order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 12Hz to filter the adult productions (down-sampled at 100Hz); and we used a third order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 6Hz to filter the children productions (sampled at 100Hz). We chose Butterworth filter for its large use in literature and its intrinsic parameters (slow roll offs around cut-off frequency and no ripples) compare to other quicker roll offs cutting filters (Chebishev filter, Elliptic filter, etc.).
Mean Velocity
This measure is also a traditional criterion to evaluate the fluidity of writing. Normalized tests have integrated it by counting the number of words or characters copied in a certain amount of time (i.e,. fluency); Other researchers have used it to assess the level of expertise and writing performance with adults (Bluteau et al., 2008) or with children (Palluel-Germain et al., 2007) . Many researchers claim that children's competence in writing depends, in part, on their mastery of handwriting. They found that handwriting skills, particularly handwriting fluency, improve with age and schooling (Graham et al., 1998; Hamstra-Bletz & Blote, 1990 ) and these individual differences in handwriting fluency predict how much and how well children write (Graham et al., 1997) . This measure enters in the minimum completion time class of human performance classification of criteria as soon as the required trajectory has a fixed length (distance).
Duration measures Total duration of the trajectory
We computed the total duration to draw a character. This criterion gives an indication of the temporal performance on the path. It is linked to the average velocity and belongs to the same class (minimum completion time) of human performance classification.
Pen up duration
This criterion corresponds to the duration when the pen was up during the production of the character. An increase of this last measure indicates augmentation of breaks, and thus would reveals lacks in motor production of the character.
Number of pauses in character production
We defined a pause as a minimum of 150 ms period while the pen was down on the paper but no active movement was performed. This measure is an important indicator especially for children who often make pause while writing to visually check the model or their production in case of substantial breaks (i.e., allowing retroactive control based on visual and sensory motor feedbacks). This measure can also be an indicator of jerky handwriting in case of shorter breaks. This criterion is correlated with the level of expertise of the task.
Number of Strokes and Number of pen up/pen down
These criteria were already presented as shape specific criteria but they implicitly belong to dynamic criteria category. Indeed, the number of strokes of a writing production is intuitively correlated to cinematic criteria. A very high number of strokes reveal a quite bad cinematic of writing, thus referring to cinematic criteria. The same remark is valuable for the number of pen up/pen down criterion. This dual membership is also linked to the relation between action and perception. By the perception of some characteristics (such as the number of strokes), humans are able to deduce the actions performed to generate this product, and thus, to access the cinematic of production.
c. Predictors or Control variables Distance of trajectories
This measure, previously classified as static, appears in the computation of the mean velocity and is implicitly linked to the difficulty of the trajectory. In a way, this criterion can be taken as a normalization index that could explain relations between kinematics and shape characteristics, especially in adults' productions.
Designs copying task (NEPSY)
We evaluate children motor and visuospatial skills using the designs copying subtest of the NEPSY  A Developmental Neuropsychological Assessment (Korkman et al., 1998) . This subtest is an untimed two-dimensional constructional task that requires the integration of visuospatial analysis and graphomotor skills. Children have to reproduce paper-and-pencil copies of geometric designs of increasing complexity. These copies are then rated according to a set of indicators. Final normalized scores are comprised between 1 and 19. This measure does not count for character production evaluation but can be seen as a predictor variable of handwriting abilities.
Results
Preliminary analysis
After the second step of subjective judgment, we retrieved a static and a dynamic score for each of 250 letters from children or adults, associated to the character actually recognized. We kept the recording if the required character matches the recognized one, and only if all judges recognized the letter. This work has to be done to avoid nonsense statistical means. This cleaning process leads to 204 trajectories for the children set and 221 trajectories for the adult set. We performed inter-judges correlation using reliability test (calculating Cronbach's alpha) that informed us about the homogeneity of scores through judges (α = .797 for static judgments and α = .772 for dynamic judgments of adults characters; α= .824 for static judgments and α = .851 for dynamic judgments of children characters). Regarding this preliminary analysis, we averaged static scores of judges for each character in a new variable, called mean static later in this chapter. The same operation was done for dynamic judgments in a new variable called mean dynamic.
Criteria's descriptive data
The Table 1 represents mean results and standard deviations obtained for each subjective and objective criteria collected for both children and adults handwriting products and process. Descriptive data reveal that despite mean distance, mean total duration and DTW score are more important and mean velocity is lower in adults trajectories, adults produced less acceleration and deceleration (i.e., number of velocity peaks) while they traced letters. These findings have to be related to the size of required trajectories in adults (cf. figure 5 ).
Correlation between static and dynamic subjective scores
We performed for each subjective judgment, correlations (Bravais-Pearson r) between static score and dynamic score attributed to children and adults handwriting products and process. Results showed a mean correlation coefficient of r =.56 (.55 to .60) in the judgment of children characters and a mean correlation coefficient of r =.51 (.35 to .61) in the judgment of adults characters.
Inter-correlation of static objective scores
We performed for each static objective measures inter-correlations (Bravais-Pearson r). Results are presented in table 2.
Number of strokes -----*p<.05 significance, **p<.01 significance Table 2 . Correlations between objective static criteria in children and adults Table 2 indicates mean levels of correlation between the three objective static criteria scores in children. The closest link is between distance measures and dynamic time warping (DTW) scores (.42). The relations between DTW and number of strokes scores and between distance and number of strokes scores (respectively .27 and .17) are weaker. All correlations are significant and positive. The longer the trajectories are, the more the number of strokes is susceptible to increase, and the more the gap between the theoretical trajectory and the effective trajectory is susceptible to increase. In adults, as letters were always produced within one stroke, only two criteria were taken into account. The longer trajectories are, the smaller the gap between the theoretical trajectory and the effective trajectory tends to be.
Inter-correlation of dynamic objective scores
We performed for each dynamic objective measures inter-correlations (Bravais-Pearson r). Results are presented in table 3. This table indicates strong to weak levels of correlation between the six objective dynamic criteria scores in children and the three dynamic criteria scores in adults. Number of velocity peaks, total duration and mean velocity scores are correlated with most of objective criteria in children as well as in adults. Compare to previous criteria, pen up duration and number of pauses show less significant correlations with other objectives measures. Finally, number of pen up shows almost no correlation with other measures. More precisely in children, the closest links are between total duration and the number of velocity peaks (.89) and between number of pen up and the total duration (.77). Weaker correlations can be observed in this population between the number of velocity peaks and number of pauses (.50), the number of velocity peaks and mean velocity are negatively correlated (-.47) and finally low correlation appears between the number of velocity peaks and the pen up duration (.14). We can notice that mean velocity score is negatively correlated with the majority of dynamic criteria (total duration, pen up duration and number of pauses). In adults, the closest links are found between total duration and the number of velocity peaks (.70) , and between total duration and the mean velocity (-.71) which are negatively correlated. Moderate negative correlation also appears between the number of velocity peaks and the mean velocity (-.35). In children, some moderate positive correlations can be observed amongst static and dynamic criteria. The closest link is observed between the number of strokes and the pen up duration (.64). It is interesting to note that the number of strokes is only correlated with this dynamic measure. Medium positive correlations are observed between distance and total duration (.51), between distance and the number of velocity peaks (.47). Weaker correlations implying distance are observed with mean velocity (.32), the number of pauses (.28) and the number of pen up (.17). We observed that the DTW (considered as a static indicator in literature) is correlated to most of dynamic scores (except mean velocity). Should be noticed that despite inter-correlation between all static measure (table 2) and a majority of inter-correlation between dynamic measures (table 3), some correlation between static and objective measure seem important. For example, the number of pen up only correlated with the corresponding dynamic measure of pen up duration (.64) but correlated with two static criteria, the distance (.17) and the DTW (.27 Concerning adults characters analysis, we also observed strong correlations between static and dynamic scores. Medium and positive correlations are observed between distance and the number of velocity peaks (.37), and between distance and mean velocity (.40). The DTW measure is found to be negatively correlated with the number of velocity peaks (-.27) and with the total duration (-.24). These correlations remain moderates. As in children, some correlation between static and objective measure seem important but results also show that strongest links are found in adults between dynamic criteria (table 3), the total duration and the number of velocity peaks (.70) and the mean velocity along the path (-.71)
Children
Correlation between objective and subjective evaluations in each population
To analyse the possible existing relation between subjective and objective evaluations, we performed forward stepwise regressions using subjective judgments as references. This analysis computes step by step linear regression, by including in each step predictor variable (objective criterion) with the highest shared amount of variance with the predicted variable (subjective criterion). At each stage in the process, after a new variable is added, a F-test (Fisher-Snedecor) is made to check if some variables can be deleted without appreciably increasing the residual sum of squares (RSS). The procedure terminates when the measure is maximized, or when the available improvement of the model falls below some critical value. Regarding static criteria in children, the stepwise regression analysis reveals that number of strokes, distance and designs copying taken together explain 11% of the mean static judgment score [F(2.200 
Discussion and Conclusion
This study was designed to identify the relationship between spatial features and kinematics of handwriting process through static and dynamic criteria in an objective and subjective evaluation of handwriting. The underlying purpose was to clarify and help criteria choice for both gesture and handwriting products evaluation and quantification. First, statistical analysis of inter-correlation of subjective judgements puts forward the existence of a link between the static and dynamic judgments. High scores based on a dynamic presentation (and thus involving kinematics) correspond to high scores based on static one (involving characteristics related to accuracy of trace) and inversely. This result supports our first hypothesis (cf. §3) based on the action/perception and product/process links described in literature. As suggested by Freyd (1983) , human could extract dynamic information in the perception of static forms. For recall, the author asked subjects to learn some artificial characters, drawn in real time, and then to recognize distorted versions of these characters presented statically. In accordance with her theory, subjects were faster on static character recognition when the distortion was consistent with the drawing method (Badcock & Freyd, 1988; Freyd, 1983) . Our results showed the same underlying process and extended it to the measure of the product quality. Characters subjectively considered as well produced leads to a good rate of the character product. In other words, when we perform character evaluation of the quality in a static manner, we could also access to kinematics information and take it into account in our final judgment. The analysis of judges' comments on criteria they used during the subjective evaluation emphasizes the supposed combination between static and dynamic components for both static and dynamic presentations. As example in static judgments, the underlying criteria are mainly related to the shape ("a space between the center loop and the end is too big","Dissymmetry between top and bottom") and aesthetic ("precise, nice character", "clear and precise") but are also present some dynamic components ("jerky writing", "several breaks in the letter"). In dynamic judgments, same dual process exists, the underlying criteria are mainly related to kinematics ("correct movement", "regular motion", "too quick/slow", "wrong strokes order") but also related to shape criteria ("too titled", "an additional stroke") and aesthetics ("nice realisation"). Same confusing frontier exists in normalized test such as BHK, where shape criteria (size, tilt, orientation) are combined with kinematics criteria (jerkiness, speed indicators, hesitance, etc.). To conclude, in accordance with our first hypothesis, a significant overlap between criteria initially considered as purely static and purely dynamic judgments exists. Secondly, we tried to verify the feasibility of the classic distinction proposed in literature between static objective criteria related to shape and dynamic objective criteria related to kinematics of production (hypothesis 2, cf. §3). Our second set of results reveals that in majority, dynamic criteria are correlated together (e.g. number of velocity peaks, mean velocity, duration and number of pen up) the mean correlation coefficient is r=.53 in children and r=.59 in adults. Static criteria are also correlated together (Number of strokes, distance and DTW) the mean coefficient is r=.29 in children and r=.33 in adults. Due to the influence of gesture production on the product, correlation showed that several static criteria are linked to dynamic measures (e.g. distance with number of velocity peaks, DTW and total duration of the trajectory, etc.). The mean coefficient of correlation between static and dynamic objective criteria is about r=.32 in children and about r=.34 in adults. These second set of results emphasize the difficulty to classify criteria in the two main category used in literature (static or dynamic; product and process). Moreover, interesting difference in correlations between criteria is observed in children and adults. The correlation between distance and total duration disappears in adults production. We can suggest that this effect is mainly due to absence of isochrony in children production. The isochrony law was formulated for the first time by Binet & Courtier (1893) . They found that the speed of movement remains constant regardless of size variations of trace to be produced. In adults, we observed behaviour in accordance with isochrony law: the more letter size is important, the more velocity increases to remain constant in gesture duration. In children, even if we observed an increase of the velocity to preserve duration of the production on larger letter, we still notice a correlation between distance of the path and the corresponding duration. This specific correlation suggests that children do not master all fine motor control mechanisms and cannot already respect all handwriting motor rules. In regard with this result, one should understand that scripter expertise has to be carefully taken into account in character recognition and evaluation. Then, we evaluated the link between subjective judgments and objective measures. We used the subjective judgments, traditionally considered as more accurate than their computerized corresponding scores, as criterion to be predicted in stepwise regression analysis. In adults, the resulting model for static judgments (mean static) reveals two predictive criteria: the DTW, classically considered as static information, and the mean velocity along the path, considered as dynamic information. The model for subjective dynamic judgment (mean dynamic) reveals three objective dynamic criterion as predictors, the number of velocity peaks, the mean velocity and the total duration of the path, and one static criteria as predictor, the DTW score. These models raise a number of issues. First of all, the mean velocity, often used in the literature for cinematic analysis, can explain the static judgment. Partial correlation reveals that the more the mean velocity of the production was important, the more the static judgment was low. Several assumptions can be made. (1) The judges have access to the dynamic component of the course by analyzing visual cues present in the trace. This hypothesis is supported by studies which showed activations of motor areas during observation of human movements (Saygin et al., 2004) or during observation of static pattern previously learned to be traced (Longcamp et al., 2003) . Theories of motor simulation (Jeannerod, 2009 ) could also follow our direction. At last, Viviani (2002) assert that access to dynamic properties could occur through a motor representation of the act of writing. (2) In the static presentation modality, the judges have access to the size of the letter; they could deduce the calculation of mean velocity (by divided the distance by the duration). Nevertheless, participants had no access to duration information and the involvement of the distance was not notice in regression model. (3) This third assumption, referred to the close link between the spatial shape and the kinematics of production. In adults writing news characters, higher velocity production could mean poor letter shape. In this case, an obvious correlation would appear between dynamic and static criteria with no need of simulation or knowledge of handwriting motor rules. Another significant result concerns the link between DTW and both static judgment and dynamic judgement. It seems that this objective measure, generally regarded as a method of static analysis of production, could also be taken into account for kinematics assessments of characters. Partial correlation reveals that the less the distance is important between the standard trajectory and the effective trajectory, the more important are the static or dynamic judgment scores. The link between DTW score and dynamic judgment score is not surprising. Indeed, the application of this algorithm is limited by computational initial condition such as the matching of the starting point and pen-up/pen down sub sequence computation. Thus, order of strokes production (not always respected in children handwriting, seen as a dynamic characteristic, is taken into account in the DTW computation. Same kind of relation between DTW methods and kinematics has been found by Di Brina (2008) . We make the assumption that this index could be used as an overall indicator of the quality of handwriting production in is double assessment of spatial characteristics and kinematics features, as already suggested by several researches (Niels, 2004; Di Brina, 2008) . As introduced previously, developmental differences could also influence the choice of character recognition and evaluation criteria. In children, the resulting model for static judgments (mean static) reveals two predictive criteria: the number of strokes and the distance classically considered as static information, and the designs copying scores used as an indication of children visuospatial and motor skills. Prediction from DTW on static judgment is not shown in children. This could be due to the fact that children do not always produce characters in the correct order. Indeed, DTW score is quite sensible to the order of strokes production but in static presentation this information is not available and could not be used by judges. The model for subjective dynamic judgment (mean dynamic) reveals two objective dynamic criteria as predictors, the number of pauses and the number of pen up, and one static criterion as predictor, the DTW score. As children movements are classically slower than movement that would have been performed by expert scripter, we suggest that pen up duration and number of pauses are probably the more prominent criteria for perceptual judgements In contrast, in adults, the following objective dynamic predictors, the number of velocity peaks, mean velocity and duration seem to be more distinct indicators for handwriting fluency. In conclusion, this research highlights the difficulty to classify criteria as clearly static or dynamic. Correlations amongst and between static and dynamic criteria, objective and subjective, are observed in both children and adult populations. These results moderate existing classifications considering criteria as more related to static or more related to dynamic information. Moreover, dynamics criteria considered in children and adults production are not the same and do not have the same meaning, probably due to the differences in motor production skills. Finally, subjective evaluation which can be seen as more relevant in character recognition and evaluation tasks is linked with objective criteria but differs amongst tested populations. In definitive, the best way to perform handwriting character recognition and evaluation would be an evaluation including a large sample of both spatial and dynamic criteria as suggested by human performance classification (taking into account each type of performance criterion of maximum certainty of achieving the goal type, minimum energy expenditure type, and minimum completion time type) in either objective or subjective evaluations.
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